Treat yourself and save the Gardens

“Gardens of Stone: In Focus” - Silent Auction
Saturday, 17 September 2016, 2-5PM
Sydney Law School, University of Sydney

All proceeds go to the campaign to protect the Gardens of Stone.

### Wollemi Wilderness Cabin

Stay one night midweek at the magical, secluded Wollemi Wilderness Cabin and get away from it all. Take in the breathtaking views from your deck and hear nothing but the sounds of the bush. Wollemi Wilderness Retreat has been featured in media around the world, and for a good reason – there is no place like it!


### Newnes Hotel Cabins

A Stay at the Newnes Hotel Cabins is everything money can’t buy. Stay in one of the beautiful cabins right on the doorstep to the “Gardens of Stone”, dip your toes in the Wolgan River, explore the Glow Worm tunnel or just read a book by the fire. The Newnes Hotel is donating a $500 voucher towards this unforgettable experience.

“Gardens of Stone: In Focus” – The Photographs

Own a piece of Gardens of Stone: In Focus. More than 150 of the exhibited prints from some of Australia’s most acclaimed photographers will be up for silent auction on Saturday the 17th September. Starting at just $50 for a large quality print you can own your very own piece of the Gardens of Stone – pick your favourite today online or on the day.


The Gardens of Stone National Park & Beyond

You think you’ve seen it all? Think again! The authors of Gardens of Stone National Park & Beyond have compiled seven volumes of bushwalks through this breathtaking landscape. Seven volumes full of hidden secrets and new discoveries. Own your complete set of “Gardens of Stone National Park & Beyond” by Michael Keats and Brian Fox and go discovering the real treasures of this natural wonderland.


Robert Linigen Ceramic Vase

Robert Linigen is a potter and art teacher who lives the Blue Mountains who lost his home and studio, along with many others, in the 2013 bushfires. This piece is part of a series using materials from the remains of his home and studio. The glaze on the vase includes wood ash from the timber ceiling, quartz from the sandstone walls, melted glass from the shower screen and iron oxide collected from his rusted tools, mixed with some conventional ceramic materials.

http://www.robertlinigen.com/
Cosmopolitan Conservationists: Greening Modern Sydney Peggy James

This book celebrates eight visionary Sydney residents who, with their professional and social networks, shaped many of the initiatives and reforms from 1900–1960 that created the parkland, national parks and recreational spaces that Sydney enjoys today.

Australia’s Wild Places – a celebration of Australia’s landscape photographers Roger McDonald

*Australia’s Wild Places* celebrates the Australian landscape photographers whose works capture and encapsulate the essence of their country. From the drama of bush scapes to the untouched rocky crags of Western Australia and the serenity of the Tasmanian rainforest, the works collected here trace the development of photography and a nation’s environmental awareness from the early 1800s to the present day.


Membership to the National Parks Association NPA

Get 1 Year unlimited access to the extensive Activities Program of the National Parks Association, including the exclusive quarterly magazine ‘Nature NSW’, and generous discounts towards your next outdoor adventure from a range of outlets.

Framed art print of a White Warratah

Pagodas by Anna Marshall
Acrylic on canvas, 40 cm x 30 cm
Reserve $150

http://www.mountainartists.org/artists-works/artists-by-name-h-n/anna-marshall

'The political landscape' by Anna Marshall
Acrylic, framed 56cm x 33 cm

http://www.mountainartists.org/artists-works/artists-by-name-h-n/anna-marshall

Fly Catcher on the wing by Ruth Dengate, watercolour on rice paper
The Grand Tour, Travelling the World with an Architect's Eye by Harry Seidler

Architect Harry Seidler spent more than 50 years traveling the globe, extensively photographing the peak achievements in architecture from 3000 B.C. to the present day. Thanks to sound advice given to him early on by his photographer brother Marcell (“Only use Leica cameras and Kodachrome film, which is archival”), Seidler’s hobby quickly developed into a passion and, finally, an impressive archive of world architecture.

The Great Transition, Shifting from Fossil Fuels to Solar and Wind Energy by Lester R. Brown

The Great Transition details the accelerating pace of this global energy revolution. As many countries become less enamored with coal and nuclear power, they are embracing an array of clean, renewable energies. Whereas solar energy projects were once small-scale, largely designed for residential use, energy investors are now building utility-scale solar projects.

A complete set of 14 historic Myles Dunphy Sketch maps

Includes Gangerang map and Kowmung map.

https://www.colongwilderness.org.au/map-gallery

Celebrating Wilderness

Edited by Ian Brown

Spectacularly illustrated, Celebrating Wilderness makes the ideal gift but it is more than a picture book; it is essential reading for those who support wilderness protection.

Blue Mountains World Heritage
Alex Colley and Henry Gold

Alex Colley and Henry Gold's description of the 67 year campaign culminating in World Heritage listing.